Lot 5
Aulawalei Homestead
Kahului - L. A. Cakin

Original
Copy furnished Land Office
Oct. 2, 1908.

Grant 5115

A. E. Cooley

File in Carton 18.
 Territory of Hawaii.

Honolulu, T. H., Jan. 19, 1903.

Lualualei Homestead Lots, Waianae, Oahu.
Lot 5.

Beginning at a \( \frac{1}{4} \)- on a stone and ahu on the mauka line of the Government Road, the coordinates of which are 1814.8 feet South and 9679.1 feet East of Trig. Station Paheehee, as shown on Government Survey Registered Map No. 216b, and running by true bearings:

1. N 82° 9' E \( 1679 \) feet along Lot 4 to a \( \frac{1}{4} \)- on a stone and ahu;
2. S 00 27' W 472 feet along Forest Reserve to \( \frac{1}{4} \)- on a stone and ahu;
3. S 1° 46' W 1974 feet along Forest Reserve to \( \frac{1}{4} \)- on a stone and ahu;
4. S 82° 12' W 10397 feet along Lot 6 to a \( \frac{1}{4} \)- on a stone and ahu at Government Road.
5. N 8° 00' W 2405\( \frac{2}{3} \) feet along mauka line of Government Road to initial point.

Containing an area of 587 Acres.

Fred E. Harvey
Assistant Government Surveyor.